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Required in WELL v2 (WELL Building Standard version 2)
Products that contribute to meeting the requirement
of good physical condition both in physical and
mental (Wellness)

Keep your mind upward with a body-friendly posture.
Angle-adjustable workstation to support posture and
improve well-being.
UPTIS derived from ergonomics and actual situation survey,
A comfortable work desk that satisfy both body and heart.

The tilt angle of the desk top can be adjusted to seven levels.
It leads to a better posture with less load on our body.
Compared to a horizontal desk top, as the screen rises the viewing angle improves thus improve
working angle and the eyes become less tired.
Normal Workdesk

(with 12degree tilt angle)

- Kawai Laboratory, Waseda University, Kokuyo Collaborative Research
- Comparison of UPTIS (top plate height 720 mm, top plate angle 12 degrees) and general desk (top plate height 720 mm,
horizontal top plate with top plate angle 0 degree)
- N = 16, comparison of average values, p <0.1

Basket Type

Tray Type

UPTIS is best use for Workspace such as PC work whereby
require long hours of working with the PC.
The table allow more personal space and compartment
for putting personal belongings and accessories.
There are 2 types of basket and tray type
By setting up a utility space next to the seat,
It creates a comfortable distance between the your colleague
beside you.
Tray type can also be used with a wagon.

*For more information on UPTIS, please refer to KOKUYO 2019 Japanese master catalogue P.50
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